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Book. To orchestrate is to create, and this cannot be taught,
wrote Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, the great Russian composer
whose genius for brilliant, highly colored orchestration is
unsurpassed. But invention, in all art, is closely allied to
technique, and technique can be taught. This book, therefore,
which differs from most other texts on the subject because of its
tremendous wealth of musical examples and its systematic
arrangement of material according to each constituent of the
orchestra, will undoubtedly be of value to any music student. It is
a music classic, perhaps the only book on classical orchestration
written by a major composer. In it, the composer aims to
provide the reader with the fundamental principles of modern
orchestration from the standpoint of brilliance and imagination,
and he devotes considerable space to the study of tonal
resonance and orchestral combination. In his course, he
demonstrates such things as how to produce a good-sounding
chord of certain tone-quality, uniformly distributed; how to
detach a melody from its harmonic setting; correct progression
of parts; and other similar problems. The first chapter is a
general review of orchestral groups,...
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These kinds of publication is the greatest pdf available. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this
one. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Lor ena Str eich
It becomes an awesome pdf that I have actually read through. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You may like
how the writer compose this book.
-- Ama nda Gleichner
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